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Diablo 3 will be to Diablo 2 painted on to a successful conclusion. Recall the past, we had sleepless
nights fighting in the world of Diablo 2. Available for sale from the game to hundreds of hours of
game time in 12 years, we can say that the game Diablo and the core experience to get to know.
This is why when we hear Diablo Diablo 3 on sale, and I feel both excitement and apprehension - if
the new game play is different from what will happen we have nearly beloved classic fighting style?

Here is some Diablo 2 does not appear in the Diablo 3.

Special monster

Some monster in the only way to survive in the world of Diablo significance collar lunch, and they
brush a number of dead group, and then brush out to continue to receive lunch. You must be
randomly generated map over and over again to send them lunch with the leveling of over and over
again, repeat the challenge higher difficulty, you can not even well known to them.

Horadric Pack

In the world of Diablo, the symbolic significance of the Horadric treasures and Deckard Cain or
Tyrrell similar. So why Diablo 3 does not retain this item? This magic box not only has amazing load
capacity to ignore the physical principles, and even synthetic gemstones and equipment.

Storage systems

Diablo We have become a collector, each monster can pick up various items and then let us have to
choose to discard or retain. Fortunately, with a convenient storage system, we only need to free up
backpack space solution can be. Despite a pair of gloves and a buckler footprint this is no logic at all
settings.

The most convenient place to be able to put everything neatly arranged. Diablo 3 looks similar to the
storage system, town portal is part of your UI, and bulky items only occupy the position of the
rectangle. Damn Blizzard will be arranged in a neat bag back to me!

Alternative goods economy

That year, the Stone of Jordan you look at the full package, there must be a full all the feeling of
happiness. Although it is only a 29 ring, but this goods can synthesize a full skill the Guards effect it
price placid. A direct result of the devaluation of gold in the game. Thanks to it thanks to D2 to
produce a new monetary system based on the Stone of Jordan.

Crazy runewords

We know that the return of the D3 Rune system, Rune equipment plugged into a skills inserted five
types of runes. It's cool, but we are keen to year runewords kind of a miraculous lightning damage,
for example, the Dort alone can only add a little, Sol, strengthen the physical damage, but they are
the order of X to the 2-hole helmet becomes The became runewords: knowledge (OrtSol) , 1 full
skills and some damage resistance, these magical combination runewords Niubi.

Season tournament ladder
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For players who want to test their ability to Diablo God 2 similar to the StarCraft Season ladder, not
the League badges and a variety of icons. Ladder ranking is calculated in accordance with the role
of reputation, each new season, the ladder will be reset to ensure that each player at the same
starting line. In order to make the game more interesting, more powerful monster in the ladder
game, while at the same time they will drop a ladder exclusive items. Miss that period all game with
the fastest speed to acquire prestige and treasure the day.

Art and Design

Do not let we got it wrong, although Diablo 3 looks very very strong, to achieve the perfect
combination of wow cartoon wind and before dark bloody background with Diablo 2, but it is after all
that much difference, and the monster style and BLZ any of the flagship works are not the same.

What will you miss in Diablo 2?

The above is in our memory the most points, but if we have anything missing, please tell us in the
replies. Diablo 3 will undoubtedly and Diablo Diablo 2, like most of our time spent, but just like some
people say: Even if you have a Scroll of Town Portal can not go back.
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Mr.lennon - About Author:
The writer with this article is from a diablonline.com, which sells a diablo 3 gold. If you want more
details about how to a buy diablo 3 gold, you can visit it.
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